Pre-wedding Shoot Guide

What To Expect
You've probably never done a photoshoot before. So what can you expect
during this process?

Why should we have a pre-wedding shoot?
Firstly, it gives us chance to get to
know each other which is super
beneficial for getting you both
comfortable around me and on
camera. You’ll both get an idea of how
I work, and I’ll get a sense of what kind
of couple you are and the kind of
direction, movement, and guidance
that you respond to which will allow
me to be even more prepared for your
wedding day. And also - you’ll get to
have fun, have some great images to
treasure, and it’ll help you feel
confident about your wedding
photography!

My style
I’m very relaxed and chatty, and I want my shoots to feel like that too.
These photographs are for YOU and I want to make you feel completely at
ease. Don’t panic and worry about thinking of poses, leave that to me. I
use a lot of movement and prompts so that you both aren’t stood there
feeling awkward, (I can promise it won’t feel like a school photo). If you’re
a Pinterest binger like me and you have poses that you want to try then
by all means show me and let’s do it, but I don’t want you to worry about
this. We’ll walk, and laugh and talk and I promise you’ll be very happy
with the results.
“To say we don’t like the camera, you made it
so easy and it says it all in the results of the
photos 😍” - Beth & James.
“Thank you so much for these, they are
absolutely gorgeous and we can tell we are in
very safe hands for our wedding photos!” Emma & Simon.

Where should we shoot?

No couple is the same, so why should
your engagement session be? When it
comes to couple shoots, your location
options are endless. Whether you
want your session in the field where
you walk your dog every morning, or
on your favourite spot on The Moors,
my focus will always be you. Before
your session, we will work together to
brainstorm any ideas that light a fire
inside of you.

I always recommend that it’s somewhere that means something to the
two of you (as great as an instagram location is). It’s also a benefit if your
location has a variety of backdrops that we can experiment with for
different photograph opportunities. Some couples do like to shoot
engagement shoots at their venue, I’m more than happy to do this
however all I’d say is that sometimes it’s nice to save photographs of you
both in that location for your day, so that it feels more special to you.

When should we shoot?

Whilst most engagement shoots
take place in the spring or summer,
there’s no right time to shoot this.
It’s when it suits you both as a
couple. My preference is spring and
summer as I’m a sucker for blossom
and flowers, however this is YOUR
shoot. If you’re all about crunchy
leaves and oversized jumpers then
I’m all for it.
My favourite time of day to shoot is
‘golden hour’, a couple of hours
before sunset when the light is gold,
pretty and super flattering. Of
course this isn’t a necessity, but if
you’re happy to shoot then, you
won’t regret it.

I have blog posts ranging from
bridal preparation tips, to making
the most out of your engagement
shoot. My knowledge is your
knowledge.

What do we wear?
The most important thing for me is that you choose an outfit that you feel
good in and comfortable. I want you to feel relaxed and empowered. I‘m here
to capture an authentic version of you both as a couple.
Between you, choose a style and look that you want out of your photographs
so that your images will tie together and complement each other. It’s also a
good idea to bear in mind the location. If it’s a beach shoot, perhaps a boho
style loose dress, bare feet and hair down. If you’re on a farm, hell yes we can
rock the wellies look. (The more animals, the better as far as I’m concerned).
Maybe you have a quirky vintage location, for example an old York street and
you want to wear a 50’s style dress? Let’s go for it. Giving it some thought
makes all the difference.
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